Application Security.
Keep your applications secure and running

EVERY SYSTEM CAN BE COMPROMISED GIVEN IT ENOUGH
TIME

superior protection across the attack continuum – before, during and
after an attack within your email environment.

WEB FILTERING
Facorne Technologies Application Security protects your applications

As lines continue to blur between personal and professional Internet

from external and internal threats. As those threats evolve, we keep

use at work, unmonitored browsing activities create challenges

your applications in compliance using best security practices.

including productivity loss, HR, legal and compliance issues. They also

Through proven methodologies, our security experts will assess your

can expose your company to significant risks such as viruses and

current business and technical needs and provide you with a

malware. Our web filtering services include end-to-end guidance of

comprehensive solution to your application security needs.

implementing a best practice solution to protect your business. Our
security experts will configure policies such as URL filtering, identity

We can help you secure and mitigate threats to your applications

and access restrictions, malware protection and reporting based on

such as DDOS, malware and OWASP top 10 with industry-leading

your business requirements.

tools with our expertise.

COMPLIANCE
Protecting and reporting on application security is a key requirement for

APPLICATION SECURITY

maintaining compliance across a number of industry standards. Our

Our application security services protect the applications your

experts will work with you and assist in building the proper configuration

business relies on with comprehensive, policy-based web application

requirements to meet your security policy and overall compliance-

security that blocks attacks and scales to ensure optimum

readiness needs.

performance. Some of our application security tools include but are
not limited to:


Web application security and top vulnerability
mitigations including OWASP vulnerabilities



Zero-day protection against unknown vulnerabilities



DDOS protection



Bot Defense

SECURE DNS
Domain Name Services (DNS) is one of the core applications within
your infrastructure. With our secure DNS services, we design and
deploy secure DNS that delivers a real-time, signed query response
to name-resolution services.

Secure Email
While email remains one of the top methods for distributing malware,
email-based exploits have become more sophisticated over last few
years. Our security experts will guide you in securing your email
services with the industry’s best tools and practices. With our
leadership, you will gain

Facorne Technologies

Let our security experts assess your current business and
technical needs and provide you with a comprehensive
solutio to your application security.

www.facorne.com

(212) 380-4268

FACORNE TECHNOLOGIES SOLUTIONS

SUMMARY

We provide a wide range of application security services including:

Your business and your IT resources work more efficiently when
technology products and services are aligned with your business





Application Security Architecture: consulting, technology

needs and opportunities. Facorne Technologies, along with our

strategy workshops and solution development.

industry-leading partners (VMware, Airwatch, Trend Micro, Cisco,

Web Application Firewalls Design and Implementation

intelligent customized services such as application security that

for protecting your applications.


EMC, NetApp, F5, RSA, Rapid7, Microsoft and others) delivers
optimize your business infrastructure and help protect it. Facorne

Secure DNS Design and Implementation for

Technologies security engineers hold industry-respected security

secure infrastructure.

certifications such as CCIE-Security, CISSP and GSEC. They also



Email Security Design and Implementation.



Web Security Design and Implementation including



Application Delivery Solution Design and Implementation

Facorne Technologies provides world-class, hybrid IT solutions for

including server load balancing, geographic load balancing,

thousands of businesses around the globe. From cloud and

SSL offload, application security and layer 4-7 firewalls.

hosting

SIEM Design and Implementation for LogRhythm

management, professional services and IT hardware

stay current with the latest security trends and best practices.

URL filtering.



solutions

to

managed

services,

ERP

application

and complementary products.


Facorne Managed Services for network and
security infrastructure.

PRICING AND SCOPE
Pricing is calculated based on the size of the customer
environment and specific customer requirements. This can include
the number of sites, type of application service and other factors.
Facorne security experts will work with you to customize your
engagement based on your specific needs.

Facorne Technologies

www.facorne.com

(212) 380-4268

